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This paper provides a relevance theoretic account of the semantics of the be going to

construction in English, based on Klinge’s () model for the semantics of the

modal auxiliaries, and in particular of will. The semantics of both forms will be

accounted for in terms of the relation between linguistic representations of situations

and cognitive domains. Finally the pragmatics of utterances of sentences containing

will and be going to will be discussed.

. I

This paper offers an account of the differences between be going to and will

both in terms of the semantics of the two forms and pragmatically with

respect to the following differences in interpretation between utterances of

sentences containing them. Fries () noted that the various grammatical

forms used to express futurity can suggest not only the idea they formerly

expressed (prior to grammaticalization), but also ‘any of that range of ideas

which are the bases of future predictions’ (Fries  : ). This is particularly

evident with respect to the be going to construction; the use of be going to in

various contexts can suggest prior intention, imminence or inevitability, the

latter two often closely connected with the notion of ‘current activity leading

to a future event ’ (Palmer  : ).# The following minimal pairs illustrate

this :

() Can somebody visit John tomorrow?

(a) I’m going to visit him.

(b) I’ll visit him.

Intention to visit John originating prior to the request is indicated in (a),

that is, the speaker of (a) was already intending to visit John; (b) on the

other hand indicates intention to visit John originating subsequent to the

[] I am grateful to Alex Klinge, David Adger and two anonymous JL referees for comments
on earlier versions of this paper, and to Liliane Haegeman for comments on section .

[] For descriptive accounts of will and be going to see McIntosh (), Leech (, ),
Wekker (), Palmer () and Coates ().





 

request, that is, the speaker of (b) had not been intending to visit John but

decides to on being asked.

Imminence is suggested in (a) but not necessarily in (b). Binnick ( :

) notes that examples such as (a) with be going to are not interpreted as

depending on hypothetical conditions ; because of the nature of the particular

event described in (a), if all the conditions for the fulfilment of the event

have been met, it must be about to occur. (b) with will, on the other hand,

is difficult to interpret in isolation (Binnick () uses the term ‘elliptical ’),

as it requires qualification with some hypothetical condition (such as, ‘…if

I eat any more ice-cream’) :

() (a) I’m going to be sick!

(b) I’ll be sick!

Finally, inevitability is suggested in (a) in contrast to contingency in (b):

() (a) Don’t go near that parcel ! It’s going to explode!

(b) Don’t go near that parcel ! It will explode!

(a) suggests that the parcel is going to explode whether anyone goes near it

or not, whereas (b) suggests that the parcel will explode only if someone

goes near it.

Within the relevance theoretic framework adopted here, be going to and

the overtones of prior intention, imminence and inevitability associated with

it can be characterised with respect to three parameters : whether be going to

encodes conceptual information or procedural information, whether these

overtones are truth-conditional or not, and whether they are explicatures or

implicatures. I shall attempt to answer these questions by comparing be going

to with will, and to this end reference will be made to two previous relevance

theoretic accounts of will and be going to, those of Haegeman () and

Klinge ().

. P   

. Comparison of Haegeman (����) and Klinge (����)

Klinge () provides an account of the English model auxiliaries, briefly

mentioning be going to, and Haegeman () provides a pragmatic account

of will and be going to. Despite their common theoretical framework, Klinge

() and Haegeman () differ concerning the status of be going to ; these

differences concern the relevance theoretic distinction between conceptual

and procedural information types (Blakemore ). Conceptual infor-

mation is linguistically encoded information which contributes to the

construction of conceptual representations, which form the basis of
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propositions and higher-level explicatures (propositional attitudes and

speech act information), while procedural information states how conceptual

representations are intended to be ‘manipulated’ during inferential pro-

cessing (Wilson & Sperber  : ), that is, it constrains the inferential

interpretation of conceptual representations.

For example, according to Jucker (), the discourse connective well is

an exponent of procedural encoding since its presence in an utterance serves

to help the addressee select the intended interpretation context in which to

process the proposition expressed (propositions being cognitive repre-

sentations of determinate states of affairs). Three distinct uses of well can be

distinguished intonationally (Nicolle ), one of which is as a marker of

insufficiency, for instance where neither straightforward agreement nor

denial is a sufficient response to a question:

() A: What um was Mr. Major’s mood when he arrived there is he is

he looking forward to this or is he think he’s going to get

as…tough a time as he usually gets at these mini summits?

B: Well he seemed in a very bouncy mood…

The use of well in () can be analysed as a marker of insufficiency for various

reasons. If B is taken as responding to the final question about whether Mr.

Major thinks he is going to have a tough time, the use of well indicates that

B doesn’t know what Mr. Major thinks (he has insufficient knowledge to

answer this question) but from appearances the affirmative response which A

seems to expect is mistaken. The use of well thereby signals that the currently

most accessible background assumptions will be insufficient for the

interpretation of B’s response.

Haegeman considers both be going to and will to encode procedural

information; she writes :

‘Be going to…imposes a constraint on the processing of the proposition

with which it is associated. It signals that this proposition is relevant in a

context including at least some present tense propositions, or, in other

words, it guarantees a contextual effect if the utterance is processed against

a present context. Will, on the other hand, signals that the hearer should

extend the immediately accessible (present) context for the processing

of the proposition and should process the utterance against future

propositions.’ (Haegeman  : )

The idea behind Haegeman’s procedural analysis of will and be going to is

that part of the inferential interpretation process, which procedural encoding

constrains, is the construction of an utterance interpretation context.

According to Relevance Theory, contexts are not given, but are constructed

by addressees as part of the interpretation process ; any help a speaker can

give an addressee in constructing the context within which a given utterance





 

will achieve adequate contextual effects will reduce the addressee’s processing

load and so increase relevance.

Klinge () also holds that will is procedural but argues that it, along

with all the modals, encodes ‘ ’ ( : ) rather than futurity

as the constraint imposed on processing. In other words, the proposition

with which will is associated is to be processed as a description of a potential,

rather than an actual, state of affairs. Since future contexts are logically also

potential, will and other modals are often processed against a future context,

but this is not what will encodes; that is, futurity is not part of the semantics

of will, even though will can be used in the expression of future time

propositions. For example, nothing in () encodes future or present time

reference:

() She’ll be twenty six.

The intended temporal reference is determined by the utterance interpretation

context ; future in (), present in () :

() How old will Alison be next month?

() If Alison was born in April , how old is she?

Although temporal reference constitutes no part of the semantics of will, it

is nonetheless part of the proposition expressed by utterances containing

will ; that is, it is a pragmatic aspect of ‘what is literally said’, in the sense of

truth-conditional content (see Recanati , Carston ).

Klinge’s position is adopted in this paper for the following reasons. Briefly,

a monosemous characterization of will is to be preferred over a polysemous

one, on account of Modified Occam’s Razor and the arguments presented

against polysemous analyses in, for example, Walton (), Klinge ()

and Groefsema (), which I shall not repeat here. Given that will is not

ambiguous between a future will and a modal will, a monosemous

characterisation must account for how both future time readings such as ()

and non-future potential readings such as () are recovered from expressions

containing will :

() The postman will be here soon.

() [Knock, knock] That will be the postman.

On the grounds that will is often used in the expression of future time

events, and future events are necessarily also potential, Klinge () argues

that potentiality rather than futurity constitutes the semantic field of will. As

for be going to, Klinge ( : ) assumes, without any significant

argument, that this encodes conceptual information. It is part of the purpose

of this paper to argue that a conceptual rather than a procedural account of

be going to is the correct one. I shall also argue (in section ) for a

monosemous rather than a polysemous account of be going to, which both

Haegeman () and Klinge () assume. The differences between the
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characterisations of will and be going to in Haegeman () and Klinge

() are summarised in Table .

Procedural Conceptual

will ‘potentially’ be going to

will ‘future context’
be going to ‘present context’

Klinge (1993)

Haegeman (1989)

Table �

Haegeman’s and Klinge’s characterisations of will and be going to

. Operators and situation representations

Klinge () distinguishes between linguistic expressions which encode

conceptual information and those which encode procedural information

according to the following schema: all conceptual information is encoded

within the ‘propositional content ’ (PC) of an utterance; procedural

information is encoded in operators with scope over the PC:

() OPERATORS [PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT] (Klinge’s ())

Sentence type (syntactic mood), tense and modal auxiliaries are all treated

as operators, thus each of the sentences () to () below (from Klinge  :

) can be represented by ().

() John buys Mary’s ticket.

() John bought Mary’s ticket.

() Did John buy Mary’s ticket?

() John will buy Mary’s ticket.

() OPERATORS [JOHN BUY MARY’S TICKET] (Klinge’s ())

Klinge’s reasons for assuming that operators encode procedural in-

formation, and that the PC encodes conceptual information, are that ‘ the

procedural information conveyed by the OPERATORS makes little sense

without the PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT, but on the basis of the

conceptual information carried by the PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT in

() [()] devoidof operatorswewould still be able topick out a SITUATION

TYPE about which we have encyclopaedic knowledge’ (Klinge  : ).

The PC, [JOHN BUY MARY’S TICKET] still needs to be inferentially

enriched, however, for example to distinguish between possible inter-

pretations of ‘Mary’s ’ such as ‘ for Mary’, ‘ from Mary’, etc. The inferentially

enriched PC Klinge calls a ‘situation representation’ (SR). This SR is still not

fully propositional, that is, the truth-conditions of the SR alone cannot be





 

determined since it is a representation of a situation or event devoid of

modal, temporal, or aspectual information.

I shall refine Klinge’s definition of a situation representation in two ways.

Firstly, an SR is distinct from the propositional form of an utterance (contra

Klinge  : ), which consists of the inferentially enriched PC interpreted

in accordance with the procedural information encoded by all of the

associated operators (as defined below). This is illustrated in the following

example: the utterance (a) has the form (b) which is a representation of

the type OPERATOR [PC]; the PC is then inferentially enriched through

reference assignment to the pronouns and disambiguation of the genitive to

give (c) which is a representation of the type OPERATOR [SR]; the SR

which is not fully propositional, is then manipulated in line with the

procedural information encoded by will to give rise to the fully propositional

(d):

() (a) He will buy her ticket.

(b) WILL [HE BUY HER TICKET]

(c) WILL [JOHN BUY A TICKET FOR MARY]

(d) John will (at some future time) buy a ticket for Mary.

Secondly, to reflect the fact that operators differ with respect to their

relative scope, an SR need not be derived solely from the inferentially

enriched PC in my reformulation (contra Klinge  : ). In English, as

in many other languages (Bybee, ), modal markers have wider surface

syntactic scope than temporal markers which in turn have wider surface

syntactic scope than aspectual markers, and this is reflected in the relative

scope of the corresponding operators :

() (a) Mary will have been working.

(b) WILL [PAST [PROGRESSIVE [
SR

MARY WORK]]]

(c) WILL [PAST [
SR

MARY BE WORKING]]

(d) WILL [
SR

MARY HAVE BEEN WORKING]

In (b) the progressive aspect operator has scope over the SR [MARY

WORK], derived from the PC [MARY WORK] inferentially enriched to

identify the intended ‘Mary’. The temporal operator in turn has scope over

the resulting SR (c), and finally, the modal operator has scope over the SR

derived from the inferentially enriched PC, the aspectual operator and the

temporal operator (d).

This entails that a SR is only defined relative to the operator which has

immediate scope over it. Therefore, whilst we can talk of the (unique) PC

encoded by an utterance we cannot talk of the (unique) SR (unless only one

operator is encoded in the utterance). The PC in any utterance consists

purely of linguistically encoded conceptual information, whereas an SR

within the scope of a given operator, O, consists of the conceptual
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information encoded by the PC inferentially enriched in line with the

procedural information encoded by any other operators with narrower scope

than O.

I shall not be concerned with procedural information which constrains the

interpretation of propositions once recovered (such as syntactic mood which

constrains higher level explicatures) but only with procedural information

which constrains the identification of propositions. Only linguistic elements

which encode procedural information constraining the interpretation of sub-

propositional SRs (and hence the identification of propositions) will be

classed as operators, and the only operators with which I shall deal are those

constraining the interpretation of SRs with respect to modal, temporal and

aspectual information.

. Klinge’s (����) account of will and be going to

Following Walton’s () unitary semantics of the modals can and may,

Klinge () proposes a unitary account of the semantics of the category

 in general. Semantically, as well a syntactically, will is viewed purely

as one of the modal auxiliaries ; Klinge ( : ) states that ‘neither will

nor any of the other modals have time reference as such as part of their

semantics.’ There is thus no separate ‘pure future ’ will since future time

interpretations of sentences containing will are inferred and not part of the

semantics of will, as represented by Figure  and the accompanying

paraphrase : ‘The situation representation turns out to be a true description

of a world situation, (Klinge  : ).

SR

~SR

POTENTIAL

Figure �
The semantics of will

In other words, the SR potentially represents a (past, present or future)

situation in the world, in contrast to may, for example, which states that the

SR potentially either represents a true description of a world situation or it

does not represent a true description of a world situation (Klinge  :

–).

Klinge’s comments on be going to are brief and are repeated below in full :

‘Be going to does not seem to occur where the WORLD SITUATION is

in past time relative to the time of utterance:

() *They are going to have arrived two hours ago.





 

Apparently, the explanation is that be going to, like be willing to is part of

the SITUATION REPRESENTATION, as suggested by the following

example from Leech ( : ) :

() Call me at lunch time on Monday – I’ll be going to speak to the

boss about it that afternoon.

with the structure:

() WILL [I BE GOING TO SPEAK TO THE BOSS]

(Klinge  : )

Now, according to my definition of SRs, be going to is clearly part of an

SR over which will has scope. What Klinge is claiming is that be going to

encodes conceptual information and, prior to inferential enrichment, forms

part of the PC which gives rise to the innermost SR. This is the position for

which I shall argue below.

. T S  BE GOING TO

This paper aims to demonstrate that be going to, like will, also encodes a kind

of potentiality, but that, following Klinge (), be going to encodes

conceptual information, that is, it is part of the PC rather than an operator.

The fact that the semantics of will and be going to in this model both concern

potentiality makes it no surprise that will and be going to are very often

interchangeable :

() (a) Hurry up! We’re going to be late !

(b) Hurry up! We’ll be late !

() (a) The world’s oil supply is going to run out one day.

(b) The world’s oil supply will run out one day.

It will be claimed that, if the utterance interpretation context so licenses it,

various overtones associated with the use of will or be going to can be

recovered, and that these originate from the fact that will and be going to are

semantically distinct. For example, McIntosh ( : –) suggests that

examples such as (a) stress ‘present orientation’, such as that the addressee

is dawdling at the moment, whereas (b) stresses the contingent nature of

the future event, that something can still be done to avoid being late ;

examples like (a) would, according to McIntosh () emphasize the

inevitably of the world’s oil supply running out, whereas (b) would

emphasize the fact that this event is still a long way off. However, speakers

are not always interested in conveying these additional overtones, and in

such cases it is not worth the addressee recovering them since optimal
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relevance can be achieved simply by recovering a proposition along the lines

of ‘at some future time, x ’.

. Be going to as part of the PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT

The distinction between procedural information (encoded by will ) and

conceptual information (encoded by be going to) is evidenced by the different

ways in which will and be going to interact with tense and aspect, since these

are operators (Klinge ). Aspectual information is also encoded in be

going to, as evidenced by the co-occurrence of be going to with already (see

section ... below), but I shall not represent this here.$

Within the innermost SR, containing be going to, there is a representation

of a further situation which I shall call the ‘embedded SR’. This is

represented in () in which the SR containing be going to and over which the

operators (including will ) have scope is enclosed in square brackets, and the

embedded SR is enclosed in round brackets :

() WILL [I BE GOING TO (I SPEAK TO THE BOSS)]

In addition, there can be operators with scope over just an embedded SR:

() (a) I’m going to be speaking to the boss.

(b) NON-PAST [I BE GOING TO (PROG [I SPEAK TO THE

BOSS])]

Note that operators have relative scope as follows following the ‘natural ’

order of grammatical markers (Bybee ) mood" tense" aspect :

() MODAL [TEMPORAL [ASPECTUAL [SR]]]

() (a) Mary will have been working.

(b) WILL [PAST [PROG [MARY WORK]]]

If be going to is treated as an operator, its scope must be variable, either

within the scope of tense as in () or also with scope over tense (and aspect)

as in () :

() (a) Mary will have been going to work.

(b) WILL [PAST [BE GOING TO [MARY WORK]]]

() (a) Mary is going to have been working.

(b) NON-PAST [BE GOING TO [PAST [PROG [MARY

WORK]]]]

[] Also not represented is the lexical semantics of the verb go although this is accessed during
an utterance containing a form of be going to. Since Swinney () it has been accepted
that alternative meanings of ambiguous words are accessed even when a context selects for
only one; the inappropriate meaning(s) of an ambiguous word are soon suppressed
however, or in relevance theoretic terms they do not undergo inferential enrichment. In the
same way, the lexical semantics of go may be accessed, but is not enriched and is therefore
not relevant to the interpretation of the be going to construction.





 

Now, this contrasts with the otherwise rigid order of modal" tense"
aspect operators ; however, if be going to is treated as part of the propositional

content of an utterance this anomaly does not arise, since be going to would

not have scope over any other representation in the way that operators do.

This is because be going to encodes conceptual information if it is part of the

PC, that is, it encodes information about itself rather than procedural

information constraining the interpretation of some other conceptual

representation. When be going to is treated as part of the propositional

content of an utterance the rigid order of the operators is preserved both

amongst the operators with scope over the SR containing be going to, and

with respect to any operators with scope over the embedded SR:

() (a) Mary is going to have been working.

(b) NON-PAST [MARY BE GOING TO (PAST [PROG [MARY

WORK]])]

This conceptual analysis of be going to allows us to account for some of the

differences between the interaction of will and be going to with tense. In (),

the past tense% operator encoded in ‘have arrived’ is within the scope of will,

rather than having scope over it :

() (a) They will have arrived two hours ago. (Klinge’s ())

(b) WILL [PAST [THEY ARRIVE TWO HOURS AGO]]

() locates the event THEY ARRIVE TWO HOURS AGO in the past,

whereas (), in which a non-past form of be going to has replaced will,

locates the potential for the event THEY ARRIVE TWO HOURS AGO in

the present, which is clearly contradictory:

() ?They are going to have arrived two hours ago.

For a sentence containing be going to not to be contradictory in this way,

all that is requires is that the potential for the event in question (the embedded

SR) be located prior to that event. () states that at some time in the past a

situation existed with potential for the subsequent realisation of an event

[] Klinge ( : ) refers to the tense in (a) as the perfect and renders my (b) as his
() :

() WILL [PREVIOUS [THEY ARRIVE TWO HOUSE AGO]]

I have used PAST rather than PREVIOUS because in sentences such as (a) the
past}perfect distinction is lost due to the grammatical constraint to follow a modal
auxiliary with a non-tensed form. Also, if the modal auxiliary were omitted from (a) the
resulting form would be in the past tense rather than the perfect :

(i) They arrived two hours ago.
(ii) *They have arrived two hours ago.

This analysis is also in line with McCawley’s claim that ‘all occurrences of the auxiliary
have are underlying past tenses ’ (McCawley  : ).
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THEY ARRIVE at a time TWO HOURS AGO relative to the time of the

utterance.

() (a) They were going to arrive}have arrived two hours ago.

(b) PAST [THEY BE GOING TO (THEY ARRIVE TWO

HOURS AGO)]

The most natural interpretation of () would be that they did not arrive

two hours ago, whereas () suggests that they did arrive two hours ago

(although there is no direct evidence for this). Relevance Theory accounts for

this through the principle of relevance. ‘Every act of ostensive com-

munication communicates the presumption of its own optimal relevance’

(Sperber & Wilson  : ), where optimal relevance is defined in terms of

adequate contextual effects for minimum processing effort. The most

economical way of stating that they did not arrive two hours ago is to say just

that ; however, the most economical way of stating that they were expected

to arrive, had planned to arrive, etc. two hours ago, but didn’t might be to

utter (a).&

The characterisation of be going to as a contributor of conceptual rather

than of procedural information means that Klinge’s paraphrase of the

semantics of will is not sufficient for be going to. The particular observations

made so far can be generalized to give the following paraphrase of the

semantics of be going to :

A SR, x, containing a form of be going to and an embedded SR, y, is a

representation of a state having potential for the subsequent realisation of

y relative to a time set by the tense operator having x in its scope.

With this definition of the semantics of be going to, it is possible to account

for the idea of prior intention conveyed by the use of be going to in (a):

() Can somebody visit John tomorrow?

(a) I’m going to visit him.

(b) I’ll visit him.

These can be represented as (a«) and b«) :

() (a«) NON-PAST [I BE GOING TO [I VISIT JOHN)]

(b«) WILL [I VISIT JOHN]

The SR in (b) is the event I VISIT JOHN which only became a potential

event once (b) had been uttered; but in (a) the potential for subsequent

realisation of the event I VISIT JOHN is stated as currently existing, in this

case inferred to be a prior intention. The importance of distinguishing be

[] There is an alternative reading of (a) in which the potential for or expectation of the
event THEY ARRIVE, rather than the event itself, is located two hours prior to the
utterance. This is represented below:

(i) PAST [THEY BE GOING TO TWO HOURS AGO (THEY ARRIVE)]





 

going to as part of the SR from operators such as tense and negation is clearly

illustrated in (), which can be paraphrased as follows: in the past there was

no potential for the situation I VISIT HIM to be subsequently realised, but

now (that I have been asked) I VISIT HIM is a potential situation:

() (a) I wasn’t going to (visit him) but I will (visit him) if you like.

(b) PAST (NOT [I BE GOING TO (I VISIT HIM)] but WILL [I

VISIT HIM]…

Similarly, the ideas of imminence and inevitability conveyed by (a) and

(a) respectively arise out of the fact that be going to indicates that the

potential for the subsequent realisation of the events I BE SICK and IT

EXPLODE is current and actual :

() (a) I’m going to be sick!

(b) NON-PAST [I BE GOING TO (I BE SICK)]

() (a) Don’t go near that parcel ! It’s going to explode!

(b) NON-PAST [IT BE GOING TO (IT EXPLODE)]

. In defence of the semantics of be going to

In order to exemplify and defend the characterisation of the semantics of be

going to given above, and to avoid the risk of creating a ‘straw man’

alternative, I shall compare it directly with that of Haegeman (). To this

end, examples and arguments provided by Haegeman in support of her own

analysis will be used. To recap, Haegeman ( : ) argues that both will

and be going to convey procedural information which imposes constraints on

the processing of utterances in which they occur; be going to signals that the

proposition in its scope is relevant if processed against a present context, and

will signals that the relevant context is future. Against this, I have argued

(with Klinge ) that although will conveys procedural information, be

going to conveys conceptual information, and that the semantics of both

forms concerns potentiality rather than time. (The difference between the

potentiality of will and that of be going to will be discussed in section .)

.. Already

Haegeman ( : ) suggests that the contrast between will and be going

to might be clarified by looking at constraints on their co-occurrence with

time adverbs, in particular already. Noting that already co-occurs with be

going to rather than will, Haegeman ( : ) makes the following two

claims:
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() that already relates events or states to other events in the immediate

(present) context rather than to a point in time (at least where present time

is concerned) ;'

() that already therefore occurs with be going to rather than with will, since

be going to guarantees adequate contextual effects from a proposition if it is

related to a present context.

Against this view, consider the following sentences and their associated

representations (somewhat simplified) :

() (a) He’s already going to visit John.

(b) ALREADY [HE BE GOING TO (HE VISIT JOHN)]

() ?He’ll already visit John.

() (a) He’ll already be visiting John.

(b) WILL [ALREADY [PROG [HE VISIT JOHN]]]

The important point which the representations bring out is that

ALREADY is within the scope of WILL in (b) and has the SR in its scope

in each example. () only differs from () in that the SR [HE VISIT JOHN]

is within the scope of a PROGRESSIVE operator in () ; () is

unacceptable, not because of the co-occurrence of already with will, but

because already can only co-occur with an SR with progressive or perfect

aspect. This is because already imposes constraints on the temporal reference

of states, or situations – ongoing with progressive aspect, resultant with

perfect aspect. The acceptability of (a) with be going to therefore indicates

that the potential for the subsequent realisation of the event [HE VISIT

JOHN] is represented by be going to as an ongoing state, and thus

progressive aspect is inherent in the semantics of the be going to construction,

as its etymology suggests.

In addition, Haegeman ( : ) claims that already is non-truth-

conditional, when she states that ‘ it imposes ‘pragmatic ’ constraints on

processing.’ This is important for Haegeman, since she want to claim that will

and be going to are pragmatically but not semantically distinct, so if a

[] The point in time at which ALREADY locates a state need not be related to another state
or event when the most accessible context for utterance interpretation is the present, for
example (), () and the present perfect :

(i) I’ve already eaten

At other times the most accessible context is the past, for example when already co-occurs
with the past perfect, or it may be the future, but in these cases already does locate an event
relative to another :

(ii) I had already eaten by the time you arrived.
(iii) I’ll already have eaten by the time you arrive.





 

‘pragmatic ’ adverb distinguishes between them this will support her

argument. However, already is not purely ‘pragmatic ’ :

() (a) I was here at five p.m. and not before five p.m.

(b) *I was already here at five p.m. and not before five p.m.(

Already indicates that a situation holds not only at the temporal reference

point (for example, five p.m.) but also prior to then; this information is truth-

conditional, that is, it contributes to the proposition expressed.

.. Conditionals

Haegeman ( : ) claims that ‘we may expect that only present time

conditions will work well with be going to,’ since be going to is characterized

as a present context indicator. To illustrate her claim, she provides the

following examples :

() (a) You’re going to be fired if you ever go near his computer.

(b) You’ll be fired if you ever go near his computer.

(c) You’re going to be fired if you go on like this.

(Haegeman’s ())

The ‘oddness ’ of (a) is attributed to the fact that ‘ the time adverb ever

refers to the future ’ (Haegeman  : ) and hence conflicts with the

present context made most accessible by be going to. (b) is taken to be

acceptable because both will and ever refer to the future ; and (c) is

acceptable because the conditional clause, like be going to, assumes a present

context. Two points need to be made concerning this argument. Firstly, ever

in (a) does not necessarily refer to the future. Ever can be paraphrased as

‘at any time’ either in the future, the present or even in the past :

() You’re going to be fired if you have ever gone near his computer.

(a) could therefore refer to any time, as becomes evident given an

appropriate context :

() I don’t know if you make a habit of it, but you’re going to be fired

if you ever go near his computer.

Here, the suggestion is that the addressee could be fired if it comes to light

that they have at any time gone near the computer, as well as if they are

caught near the computer at a later date. () still sounds slightly odd

(although some native speakers found (a) and () acceptable), but this

oddness does not derive from ever and be going to conflicting temporally.

The condition in both (a) and () is not assumed to be actual, that is, the

situation, YOU GO NEAR HIS COMPUTER, which has the potential to

[] I am grateful to an anonymous JL referee for these examples.
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bring about the situation, YOU BE FIRED, is not stated as existing. A

paraphrase of ‘you’re going to be fired’ given the definition of the semantics

of be going to provided here, would read: ‘ there exists a situation with the

potential to bring about another situation, YOU BE FIRED.’ The conflict

in (a) is not over time but over whether or not the situation represented by

the conditional clause is assumed to exist.

My second objection to Haegeman’s argument concerns example (c)

repeated below:

() (c) You’re going to be fired if you go on like this.

If (c) is acceptable it is because both the conditional clause and be going to

assume a present time context, then () ought to be unacceptable given that

will indicates (according to Haegeman ) that the relevant context is

future :

() You’ll be fired if you go on like this.

However, () is perfectly acceptable. If both be going to and will indicate

potentiality, as this paper claims, () poses no problems. Both (c) and ()

state which actual situation has the potential to bring about a further

situation, YOU BE FIRED. In both cases the conditional clause contributes

to the process of inferential enrichment of be going to and will by stating the

nature of the potential.

 . T S  WILL  BE GOING TO 

Although I have adopted Klinge’s use of the term ‘potential ’ for the

semantics of the modals and extended it to the semantic description of be

going to, these two types of ‘potential ’ are clearly not identical. The

distinction to be made here is between ‘ irrealis potential ’ encoded by will,

and ‘realis potential ’ encoded by be going to. The terms ‘ irrealis ’ and ‘realis ’

refer to the cognitive domains relative to which an SR is interpreted.)

Domains specify whether an SR is to be interpreted as a representation of an

unverified event (the irrealis domain) or an actual, verified event (the realis

domain), as a representation of a past, present or future event (the temporal

domain), and the manner in which an event occurs (various aspectual

domains).

The term domain is derived from Langacker’s use of this term within the

framework of Cognitive Grammar (Langacker  ; –). According to

Langacker ( : ) ‘every predicate is characterized relative to one or

more domains, collectively called its matrix ’. In my use of the term, it is

[] Klinge ( : –), in line with Durst-Andersen’s Mental Grammar (, ),
suggests that operators relate SRs to various ‘ indices ’, which fulfil a similar role to that of
domains in my account.





 

contexts rather than predicates which are characterised relative to domains.

In relation to the representation of situations and events, domains specify the

existential, temporal, and aspectual parameters within which an SR can be

interpreted; only once values have been assigned to all these parameters, that

is, when an SR has been related to all the relevant domains (the matrix), can

a complete propositional form be said to have been recovered. Domains can

thus be viewed as providing the basic cognitive framework within which

propositions are constructed.

The relating of SRs to domains is an inferential process. In the absence of

any explicit indication to the contrary, an addressee will interpret an SR

relative to the most currently accessible domain. In the case of the existential

status of an event the default assumption will usually be that the SR

represents a verified rather than an unverified event (speakers are more likely

to talk about events which they know have occurred or are occurring than

about potential or hypothetical events). This default assumption can,

however, be overridden; procedural information concerning the intended

interpretation of an SR with respect to a given domain may be encoded by

a speaker in the form of one or more operators. Hence, operators relating

SRs to the realis (actual, verified) domain are rare, since this is usually taken

as a default parameter ; in contrast, operators relating SRs to the irrealis

(potential, hypothetical) domain, such as markers of modality, are attested

in the majority of languages (Bybee et al. ).*

Will encodes information concerning the relation of an SR within its scope

to the irrealis domain. More precisely, will encodes an instruction to process

any SR within its scope as a representation of a potential – as opposed to,

say, a hypothetical – situation. In Figure , the temporal domain is indicted

by a line (unbroken from the past to the present indicating that events

located within this range may be realis, broken in the future indicating that

past present future

irrealis domain

temporal domain

x

Figure �
WILL [x]

[] In positing a basic binary distinction between realis and irrealis I follow Chung &
Timberlake () who also make a distinction between ‘realis ’ and ‘ irrealis ’, the latter
including what Leech ( : ) calls ‘ theoretical ’ and ‘hypothetical ’ and what Matthews
( : ) calls ‘potentialis ’ (potential) and ‘ irrealis ’ (unreal). The alternative position
(adopted by Leech  and Matthews ) is to posit a basic  way distinction
between real (factual), potential and hypothetical.
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no event can be both future and realis). The possible links between the

temporal domain and an SR within the scope of will (represented by the

arrows) are either inferred or encoded by some temporal adverbial.

The relation between the semantics of be going to, as outlined in section ,

and the temporal reference assigned to any embedded SR within its scope is

represented in Figure , where x contains a form of be going to.

past present future

irrealis domain

temporal domain

x

A B

y

Figure �
NON-PAST [x (y)]

The SR x is located at the present time in the realis domain (that is, the

potential for the subsequent realisation of an embedded SR, y, is current and

actual). Potentiality is encoded in be going to, which has the effect of locating

the embedded SR, y, in the irrealis domain (represented by arrow A);

whether this potentiality is the result of prior intention, current activity, or

whatever, is inferred from the utterance interpretation context and is not

encoded (see section  below). The embedded SR y is entertained as a future

situation in virtue of the conceptual link between the irrealis domain and

future time, represented by arrow B. Although this assumption of futurity is

explicit, being a development of the logical form of which be going to is part,

it is nonetheless inferred rather than purely encoded, as can be seen from the

fact that this assumption is not recovered when the tense operator having x

in its scope is past

() (a) They were going to arrive}have arrived two hours ago.

(b) PAST [THEY BE GOING TO (THEY ARRIVE TWO

HOURS AGO)]

() (a) I wasn’t going to (visit him) but I will (visit him) if you like.

(b) PAST (NOT [I BE GOING TO (I VISIT HIM)] BUT WILL

[I VISIT HIM] …

This is illustrated in Figure .

N.B. counter-factuality is distinct from irreality (Matthews  : ).

The distinction between will and be going to can be summarised as follows:

will encodes an instruction to process the SR within its scope as irrealis and

(more specifically) potential ; be going to encodes the concept of realis (actual)

potential for the subsequent realisation of an embedded SR. This is reflected





 

past present future

irrealis domain

temporal domain

x

A

B

y

counter-factuality domain

Figure �
PAST [x (y)]

in the characterisation of the semantics of will and be going to as ‘ irrealis

potential ’ and ‘realis potential ’ respectively.
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Because will is an operator encoding procedural information and be going to

is part of the PC encoding conceptual information, they are semantically

distinct ; the characterisation of will and be going to as encoding ‘ irrealis

potential ’ and ‘realis potential ’ respectively reflects this. But what of the

different overtones typically associated with utterances of sentences

containing either be going to (prior as opposed to subsequent intention,

inevitability as opposed to contingency, and imminence)? In terms of their

logical semantic}pragmatic status, are these overtones part of ‘what is

literally said’, that is, contributory to the truth-conditions of the associated

utterance, or are they non-truth-conditional? And from the linguistic

semantic}pragmatic point of view, in which ‘semantic ’ is defined as encoded,

and ‘pragmatic ’ as inferred’ (this is the usage adopted here), are the

overtones part of the explicit content of utterances or are they implicatures?

I shall address these questions in turn.

First, are the overtones associated with certain utterances containing be

going to truth-conditional, that is, do they contribute to the proposition

expressed? Consider the following examples :

() Can somebody visit John tomorrow?

?I’m going to visit him but I wasn’t intending to.

() Don’t go near that parcel ! It’s going to explode!

?But if you keep well clear it won’t.

() I’m going to be sick!

If he’s going to be sick, we’d better stop the car right now.

In () and (), cancellation of the overtones of prior intention in () and

inevitability in (), leads to a contradiction, suggesting that prior intention

and inevitability are part of the propositions expressed by utterances of ()
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and (). In (), the overtone of imminence can enter into a relationship of

entailment, suggesting that this also is part of the proposition expressed

rather than a non-truth-conditional implicature. The conclusion ‘we’d better

stop the car right now’ only follows from ‘he’s going to be sick’ if his being

sick is an imminent event rather than an event expected at some unspecified

time in the future.

The fact that these overtones contribute to the propositions expressed in

the above examples, does not entail that they are encoded. As already noted,

Relevance Theory recognizes pragmatic aspects of what is said (truth-

conditional content). The second question to be answered, therefore, is

whether the overtones associated with certain utterances containing be going

to are encoded by be going to or inferred.

If they are encoded, then be going to must be polysemous, given that not

all of the overtones are recovered in every utterance, as the examples above

illustrate. However, there are significant problems associated with a

polysemous account. To begin with, it is not clear what the basic meanings

of be going to would be. For example, Coates ( : –) distinguishes

between root and epistemic ‘meanings’, whilst Leech ( : ) distinguishes

‘between two meanings [of be going to], the FUTURE CULMINATION OF

PRESENT INTENTION and the FUTURE CULMINATION OF PRE-

SENT CAUSE.’ Even if two meanings could be distinguished, there is still the

problem of accounting for utterances in which none of the overtones are

evident (suggesting a further meaning of be going to, that of pure future) :

() (a) Hurry up! We’re going to be late !

() (a) The world’s oil supply is going to run out one day.

There is also the problem of how to account for utterances like (), which

can be interpreted in more than one way, as evidenced by the possible

responses () to () : The interlocutors A and B are expecting visitors for

a meal ; B is standing in the kitchen filling a kettle ; A enters :

() A: Are you going to make a pot of tea?

() B: No, I’m going to boil some water for the potatoes.

() B: No, I’ll wait}I’m going to wait until the guests have arrived.

() B: Yes, when the guests arrive.

In () B has interpreted A’s question as referring primarily to the current

activity (filling the kettle), and the response is intended to be interpreted

likewise, as a reference to the current activity ; B’s intention to make a pot of

tea is neither denied nor affirmed, despite the answer, ‘No…’. In () B has

interpreted A’s question as referring to the imminence or otherwise of

making a pot of tea so the response ‘No…’ denies that a pot of tea is on the

point of being made, although the remainder of () affirms that B intends

making one; nothing is said concerning the current activity. In () B has

interpreted A’s question as referring to B’s intentions; the current activity is





 

incidental and nothing is said concerning it. If () were genuinely ambiguous

the speaker (A) would have intended to communicate one specific proposition

which the addressee (B) could be expected to recover, and only one of the

responses above would be felicitous. As it is, any of the responses () to ()

is felicitous given an appropriate interpretation of () ; this suggests that ()

encodes a single logical form which the addressee can enrich in such a way

as to license an optimally relevant response.

All of this suggests that a monosemous account of be going to is to be

preferred over a polysemous account (as I have assumed all along following

Haegeman () and in line with the arguments in favour of a monosemous

characterisation of will referred to in section .). Specifically, be going to is

monosemous but semantically underdetermined, in that the semantics of be

going to does not always fully determine the contribution it makes to the

proposition expressed by an associated utterance. Inferential enrichment, as

part of the process of utterance interpretation, is required to set the

parameters of a conceptual representation derived from a logical form

containing be going to in order to recover the specific interpretations of ()

reflected in the responses () to () above. This is not to say that inferential

enrichment of be going to is a necessary part of the interpretation process of

every utterance containing it ; if adequate contextual effects can be obtained

without the additional processing effort which inferential enrichment incurs,

the interpretation process will cease (to minimise processing effort). No

inferential enrichment of be going to is involved in the ‘simple future ’

interpretations of be going to with no additional overtones in (a) and (a):

() (a) Hurry up! We’re going to be late !

() (a) The world’s oil supply is going to run out one day.

If be going to is monosemous and semantically underdetermined, then the

overtones of prior intention, inevitability and imminence cannot be directly

encoded by be going to. But neither can the overtones of prior intention and

inevitability be  inferred, given that they arise with utterances

containing be going to but not will :

() Can somebody visit John tomorrow?

(a) I’m going to visit him.

(b) I’ll visit him.

() (a) Don’t go near that parcel ! It’s going to explode!

(b) Don’t go near that parcel ! It will explode!

In other words, prior intention and inevitability are not inferred purely on

the basis of the utterance interpretation context apart from the linguistically

encoded information contributed by be going to (otherwise these overtones

should also arise from utterances containing will ), thus prior intention and

inevitability arise out of the inferential enrichment of be going to in certain

utterances and are not simply implicatures.
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Imminence can, however, arise as an overtone of an utterance containing

will. In () will is felicitous but be going to is not, perhaps because the use

of be going to would suggest an intention to answer the phone prior to it

ringing, which is impossible :

() Telephone: ‘Rrring, Rrring’ (immediately) :

(a) I’ll get it.

(b) ?I’m going to get it.

Also, imminence can be easily cancelled even where prior intention or

inevitability cannot; in Palmer’s ( : ) example of ‘ immediate future

with no current activity ’ :

() What are you going to play us?

the assumption that the addressee has already decided what to play can be

recovered whether () is uttered a week or a month prior to a concert or

when the addressee is seated at the piano and about to begin to play. The

overtone of imminence is only recoverable given the latter context. Similarly,

inevitability is suggested whether () below is uttered by someone reading

a long-term weather forecast or by someone who can already see clouds

gathering; imminence is only suggested in the latter scenario:

() It’s going to rain.

This suggests that any suggestion of imminence can be inferred from the

utterance interpretation context alone, whereas the overtones of prior

intention and inevitability, whilst not purely encoded by be going to, are not

purely inferred. This entails that prior intention and inevitability are

explicature of utterances in which they arise, where ‘an explicature is a

combination of linguistically encoded and contextually inferred conceptual

features ’ (Sperber & Wilson  : ).

 . S

Semantically, be going to encodes conceptual information contributing to the

prepositional content of an utterance of which it is part. It therefore forms

part of the situation representation (SR) over which any tense and modal

operators in an utterance containing a be going to construction have scope.

The semantic field of be going to concerns ‘realis potential ’ (in contrast to

‘ irrealis potential ’ encoded by will ), as defined below:

An SR, x, containing a form of be going to and an embedded SR, y, is a

representation of a state having potential for the subsequent realisation of

y relative to a time set by the tense operator having x in its scope.

Utterances containing be going to often express future time reference and

overtones of prior intention, inevitably or imminence. All of these may





 

contribute to the proposition expressed, but are pragmatic aspects of truth-

conditional content, and are not directly encoded by be going to. Future time

reference, prior intention and inevitability are explicatures of the utterances

from which they are recovered, being derived from a combination of

information encoded in be going to and inference. Imminence, however, is

simply inferred from the utterance interpretation context and is therefore an

implicature of the utterances in which it is recovered.

 . P :    WILL

The ideas of intention subsequent to a request and contingency often

associated with will (in contrast to be going to) are always cancellable,

suggesting that these are implicatures rather than explicatures :

() Can somebody visit John tomorrow?

I’ll visit him, in fact I was already intending to.

() (a) It’s going to explode whether anyone goes near it or not.

(b) It will explode whether anyone goes near it or not.

If these overtones are not explicit, that is, not derived from a logical form

containing will, why do they typically arise from utterances of sentences

containing will rather than any other form? The answer lies in the principle

of relevance. Will with future reference contrasts with be going to (among

other future expressions) and an addressee, aware that a speaker has a choice

of various forms for the expression of futurity in English, assumes that the

choice of will is motivated by some communicative purpose. Specifically, a

speaker who does not want the addressee to recover any of the overtones

which can be inferred from an utterance of a sentence containing be going to

(or some other form) may use will. Thus, by inference alone, an addressee

may recover intention subsequent to rather than prior to a request, or

contingency in contrast to inevitability, depending on the utterance

interpretation context. In this way, adequate contextual effects are achieved,

and the additional inferential processing entailed is offset by the frequency of

mention of will over all other future expressions."! What maintains the

integrity of will, or indeed of any linguistic sign, is its common core of (often

semantically underdetermined) meaning plus ‘ the opposition between that

sign and other signs with related but contrasting meanings’ (Contini-Morava

 : ) including, in the case of will, other modal auxiliaries and be going

to.
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